Clinical utility of the Chedoke Arm and Hand Activity Inventory for stroke rehabilitation.
The Chedoke Arm and Hand Activity Inventory (CAHAI) is an outcome measure that assesses upper limb ability after stroke. To explore the clinical utility of the CAHAI when used by occupational therapists in stroke rehabilitation. A qualitative study consisting of two focus groups was conducted with occupational therapists (Group A: n = 8; Group B: n = 5). Data were analysed inductively to identify themes. A range of perspectives on the clinical utility of the CAHAI were described. Themes that emerged were "instructions ambiguous and scoring unclear," "how we use it," "whole task versus motor components," "knowing when to use it," "detecting other impairments," and "changing the way clients do tasks." The clinical application of the CAHAI may be influenced by occupational therapy values, differences in training procedures, and organisational barriers. Training and strategies to address these issues may be beneficial.